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CHANGES TO 
ADD-ON INSURANCE ARRANGEMENTS 

16 February 2021 

To: ALL AADA MEMBERS 

The AADA has received an update from ASIC regarding their add-on insurance and extended 
warranty work. ASIC have made a significant departure from their previous approach and are 
treating insurance and extended warranty products through separate processes. The AADA 
secretariat has been consulting with ASIC for some time on its proposed changes and it appears 
that as a result much of what is being proposed is less onerous than originally anticipated. 

ASIC have decided to refrain from using their Product Intervention Order (PIO) powers specifically 
for add-on insurance products in the automotive sector. 

Instead, these products will now be subject to the economy-wide Deferred Sales Model (DSM) 
which is being applied by Treasury to all add-on insurance products. A summary of the new industry 
wide DSM is contained in the attached. This summary is taken from the explanatory memorandum 
to the Draft Legislation and is only intended as a guide regarding the incoming regulations. 
Members are advised to obtain specialist advice and speak to their add-on insurance providers for 
more details. 

This DSM is a lot less onerous than what ASIC had been proposing in their draft intervention orders. 
Comprehensive car insurance is exempt from the DSM and the model will be in place as of 5 
October 2021. 

Members are strongly advised to work with their add-on providers to ensure they are prepared for 
the incoming changes and have the required consumer information. 

ASIC will be issuing a new draft PIO for the sale of extended warranties. While we await the 
revised order, ASIC have stated that it will be designed to mirror the structure and operation of the 
industry-wide DSM. We expect that this means it is less restrictive than what was originally 
proposed, however will withhold judgement until we see a revised draft. 

The secretariat will continue to work with the AADA F&I workgroup on the new changes and the 
incoming PIO on extended warranties. Members will be advised of any further changes as they 
occur. 

If you have any questions or need further information, please contact: 

Brian Savage 
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER  
Australian Automotive Dealer Association Ltd. 
E:  bsavage@aada.asn.au  
M: +61 418 377 594 

https://treasury.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-01/c2020-48919d-explanatory-memorandum.pdf
https://treasury.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-01/c2020-48919d-explanatory-memorandum.pdf
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SUMMARY 
DEFFERED SALES MODEL 

(taken from Exposure Draft Explanatory Memorandum) 

 Intent is to separate the sale of any add-on
insurance from that of the sale of the
principal product or service.

 Applies across all sales channels, in person
and online.

 Deferral period is four clear days.

 Does not apply to:
o products that are the subject of an

ASIC product intervention order which
imposes a deferred sales period.

o comprehensive car insurance.
o products that the Minister exempts by

regulations.
o products and entities that ASIC

exempts by notifiable or legislative
instrument.

o products recommended by financial
advisers.

 The four-day period commences at the later
of:
o the time the consumer enters into the

commitment to acquire the principal
product or service to which the addon
insurance product relates, or;

o the time the consumer is given
information about the product as
prescribed by ASIC (the prescribed
information).

 A series of prohibitions are in place during
the DSM, which apply to the principal
provider and related third parties. The
prohibitions relate to:
o The third party or principal provider

sells an add-on insurance product to
the consumer, except after the end of
the add-on insurance deferral period.

o It is an offence to offer an add-on
insurance product for issue or sale to
the consumer, or request or invite the
consumer to ask for, apply for, or
purchase an add-on insurance product,
where the offer, request or invitation is
not in writing, except during the add-on
insurance pre-deferral period or after
the end of the add-on insurance
deferral period.

o It is an offence to an offer an add-on
insurance product for issue or sale to
the consumer, or request or invite the
consumer to ask for, apply for, or
purchase an add-on insurance product,
where the offer, request or invitation is
not in writing, except if the offer or
request is during the add-on insurance
pre-deferral period or after the end of
the period of six weeks beginning on
the first day of the add-on insurance
deferral period.

o It is offence to offer an add-on an
insurance product for issue or sale to
the consumer, or request or invite the
consumer to ask for, apply for, or
purchase an add-on insurance product,
where the offer, request or invitation is
not in writing, and is made during the
add-on insurance deferral period.
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o It is an offence to offer an addon
insurance product for issue or sale to
the consumer, or request or invite the
consumer to ask for, apply for, or
purchase an add-on insurance product,
where the offer, request or invitation is
not in writing, and is made during the
period of six weeks beginning on the
first day of the add-on insurance
deferral.

o It is an offence to offer an add-on
insurance product for issue or sale to
the consumer, or request or invite the
consumer to ask for, apply for, or
purchase an add-on insurance product,
where, before the offer, request or
invitation is made, the consumer
informs the third party or principal
provider that they do not want to
receive such offers, requests or
invitations.

 In the period after the add-on insurance
deferral period, but before the date that is
six weeks after the beginning of the add-on
insurance deferral period, add-on insurance
products may be sold to
consumers. Communication with the
consumer in forms other than writing is
restricted.

 At the end of the six-week period, any
communications with consumers will be
subject to anti-hawking legislation.

 The period before the DSM occurs is called
the pre-deferral period.

 The pre-deferral period begins when:
o The consumer indicates an intention

to acquire the principal product or
service.

o if there is an add-on insurance
deferral period in relation to the add-
on insurance product, ends
immediately before the start of the
deferral period, or otherwise does
not end.

 During pre-deferral, the consumer can be
communicated with but selling an add-on
product is prohibited.

 Consumers can be communicated with at
any stage during the deferral periods if that
communication is in response to consumer
queries, having received the prescribed
information.

 At any stage during the deferred sales
model periods, a consumer can inform
either the principal provider or a related
third party that they no longer wish to
receive offers, requests or invitations to
purchase or apply for an add-on insurance
product. Once a consumer has made such
a request, it is an offence for the principal
provider or a third party to offer, request or
invite a consumer to purchase or apply for
an add-on insurance product.


